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MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

CERTIFICATE  

Certificate no.:
C588138

Initial certification date:
02 August 2023

Valid:
02 August 2023 – 01 August 2026

This is to certify that the management system of

HW STYLE S.r.l.
Via Primo Maggio, 27 - 24050 Lurano (BG) - Italy

and the sites as mentioned in the appendix accompanying this certificate

has been found to conform to Reference Practice:

UNI/PdR 125:2022

This certificate is valid for the following scope:

Design, construction and maintenance of green areas, parks, gardens and sports fields,
irrigation systems and complementary works; execution of earth movement and
complementary sub-services; Green interior and exterior managing and maintenance.
Transport of the waste produced by their own activities including urban plant waste from
green areas, on their own account.
Measures to ensure gender equality in the workplace

http://www.dnv.it
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Appendix to Certificate

HW STYLE S.r.l.

Locations included in the certification are as follows:
 

Site Name Site Address Site Scope

HW STYLE S.r.l. Via Primo Maggio, 27 - 24050 Lurano (BG)

- Italy

Design, construction and maintenance of

green areas, parks, gardens and sports

fields, irrigation systems and

complementary works; execution of earth

movement and complementary sub-

services; Green interior and exterior

managing and maintenance.

Transport of the waste produced by their

own activities including urban plant waste

from green areas, on their own account.

Measures to ensure gender equality in the

workplace

HW STYLE S.r.l. Viale Sarca, 336 - 20126 Milano (MI) - Italy Design, construction and maintenance of

green areas, parks, gardens and sports

fields, irrigation systems and

complementary works; execution of earth

movement and complementary sub-

services; Green interior and exterior

managing and maintenance.

Transport of the waste produced by their

own activities including urban plant waste

from green areas, on their own account.

Measures to ensure gender equality in the

workplace

http://www.dnv.it

